




























2.1.1 Query Expansion

Instead of matching the meaning, if we try to match the words in the topic then we
have to reject most of the sentences which should be considered as relevant. Here
query expansion (QE) technology is necessary and helpful. Basically, there are two
approaches for QE:

. Using Thesaurus: Expand terms of the topic using a standard thesaurus, i.e.
WordNet, Dekang's thesaurus[3].

. Local co-occurrence: Expand using terms that frequently co-occur in a fixed
window size with any of headwords in the relevant document set, called local
co-occurrenceexpans1On.

2.1.2 Document Expansion

.

usually it happens that the query mentions a general topic while some relevant docu-
ments describe detailed information. For example, the concept of "vehicle" in a query
may be expressed by specific words such as "car", "truck" in a document. In this
case

.QE may take too many useless words because of aimless expansion

. Setting weights for the original and expanded terms is one of the main difficulties
in QE.

In this case, term expansion in documents is helpful. Just like QE, for document
e..'{pansion(DE) any standard thesaurus can be used.

2.1.3 Combination of QE and DE

QE and DE are oriented from two aspects of retrieval problem but for certain topics
the combination works well. Expansion of topics can be classified into either QE or
DE according to topic and document characteristics. Two intuitive app~oacheslire:

. Topic-oriented: Define different fields' similarities in the topic: '
F SUi: similarity between <title> and <desc>
FStn : similarity between <title> and <narr>
FSdn : similarity between <desc> and <narr>

If FSdn < 81 and (FStd -:-FSdn - 2FStn) < 82 then topic should use DE,
otherwise QE is performed. In other words we can define. if <desc> and <narr>

fields have less similarity then we have more key-terms. Again if the <title>
and <desc> fields are not subsets of the key-terms present in <narr> then we .
have enough kpy-terms in these 3 fielrls. 111this ca.<;eDE should bp.performed.
otherwise QE is used. The t~resholds 81 and 82 are set respectively 0.07 and
0.035 by Tsinghua University in TREC 2002.
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